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#Resist Donald Trump

DEMAND THAT TRUMP RESIGN!
LET’S START A NATIONAL CAMPAIGN!
A Guide to Advocacy/Activism for those looking to assist in
Sustainable and Effective Activities in Concert with Individuals
and Organizations who have the Influence and Resources to
Make Substantive and Effective Gains

It’s time for America to wake up! We can wait for Congress to
impeach Trump, or we can wait for him to lose an election in
2020—OR WE CAN START PUTTING PRESSURE ON DONALD
TRUMP TO RESIGN NOW!
We have nothing to lose. Even if Trump doesn’t have enough
sense to resign, moving to establish a groundswell of voices
demanding that this criminal monster resign will empower all
who are working to stop his treasonous quest to be a dictator!

There’s no need to stop demanding that he be impeached. We
don’t need to stop demanding that he be more deeply
investigated. Raising our voices to demand he resign will
weaken Putin’s hold on him as well. Donald Trump craves
praise and glory. Giving him the exact opposite of what he
wants will push him to the edge and give those looking to
remove him more room to investigate or impeach.
I really am not of a mind to be at the helm of any “Movement,”
but reading this story today pushed me over the edge:
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/op-eds/trumpadministration-breaks-campaign-promise-purges-200-000-vahealthcare-applications
Donald Trump has betrayed 200,000 veterans just like me! We
served, got injured, and then were denied our due! He is a
draft-dodging moron who consorts with one of the greatest
enemies of the United States, Vladimir Putin! He lives like a king
or dictator, while those that serve are denied access to
healthcare and the financial support they earned via their
service to our nation!
We need to get the Democratic Presidential Candidates behind
this call for Trump to resign. It can only serve to add pressure to
the impeachment process. I call on all who read this, especially
those with direct access to the Presidential Candidates, to
explain to them that we need them to get on board with this
process. The minute that ape is out of the White House, and
the Congress has moved to impeach William Barr, charges can

be brought against this treasonous duffer and we can begin the
process of healing!
Let’s spread the hashtags #TrumpResign and
#TrumpResignNow across all of social media! I ask for people
who have sway with political advocacy organizations and
Democratic Party organizations to get them on board with the
idea of pushing for Trump’s resignation now. They have nothing
to lose. As long as we keep the pressure up, the parties
investigating this president can use this to propel their inquiries
even further. Let the doubters know that Trump is an
illegitimate president. Let them know that this veteran, who is
still fighting to get his due, is tired of seeing a draft-dodging
monster treating veterans and all of America like his playthings!
WE OWN THIS COUNTRY, NOT THE TRAITORS FROM THE GOP!
WE NEED TO LET THEM KNOW THAT WE WILL NOT LET
ANYONE TAKE IT AWAY WITHOUT A FIGHT!
We need to organize and start contacting every person in the
country and around the world that can help. Let’s use the
influence of the rest of the world, LEGALLY FOR A CHANGE, to
repair the damage done by Russia in the 2016 election! The
power to take back the nation is in your hands! You need to let
go of your fears and do what you can! Even if you can only
spread the message via your hashtags or by spreading the word
that we are ready to demand that Trump resign, you’re taking
control of your destiny, and the destiny of the nation!

For those that know how to organize marches, boycotts, and
other protest events, get moving to organize to events to
highlight how unpopular this monster is! We don’t need to wait
until 2020 to stop Trump cold in his tracks! If we lift our voices
up together we can let Trump know that the people are not
willing to be gaslighted anymore! WE’RE SICK AND TIRED OF
THE CORRUPTION AND WE’RE NOT GOING TO TAKE IT
ANYMORE! LET YOUR SPIRIT OF FREEDOM OUT!
Follow me on social media and help me spread the message
around. Anyone who wants more information can contact me
via my email, my website, or social media. I can help organize
this movement now because I can’t stand crying over the
betrayal of our veterans, our citizens, our environment, and our
allies any longer! Please stand up and protect America and the
world from this orange monster! This is the ultimate way to
#RESIST Trump! Peace out.

Jeffrey P. Colin

